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LONDON No 1 BLUE GIN

BROKERS GIN

The London No.1 presents itself in a luminous, pale yet
bright bluish aquamarine colour. The nose reveals
delightful scents of juniper berries and balsamic aromas.
The alcohol is well integrated, elegant and clean. A
delicate palate with some viscosity and a fine, dry
mouth feel. Mild but very aromatic with quality balsamic
notes. Very balanced overall with a long, sensual finish
London No 1 gin is the ideal gin to mix with a quality
tonic, however London no 1 also works well in Classic
Gin Cocktails such as a Gin Martini or Aviation. The
smoothness of London No 1 means it can be drunk neat
with ice.

The rich mixture of natural ingredients, each carefully
selected, makes Broker's a drink of outstanding flavour and
freshness. It is the perfect basis for a gin and tonic,
unquestionably one of life's great pleasures.
Broker's is made from 100% English grain, quadruple
distilled and flavoured with 10 botanicals. It may have a
quirky bottle but its status as a serious contender in the gin
world is unquestionable. The botanicals for Broker's Gin
are: Juniper (Italy and Macedonia), Coriander (France),
Orris (Italy), Nutmeg (Indonesia or West Indies), Cassia
Bark (South East Asia), Cinnamon (Sri Lanka), Liquorice
(Spain), Orange Peel (Spain), Lemon Peel (Spain), Angelica
Root (France).

BROCKMANS GIN

BATHTUB GIN

Produced using a high quality neutral grain spirit and
Infused with 10 botanicals (Juniper, Corriander,
Blackberries, Blueberries, Orris Root, Cassia Bark,
Liquorice, Orange &Lemon, Angelica root, and Almonds
Distilled for a period of 7 - 8 hours and where only the
'Heart' of the distillation is used, ensuring again that it's
only the best spirit goes into the end product Brockmans
is a beautifully made gin that can be enjoyed neat over
ice as well as with tonic or ginger ale

Made in ultra-small batches by the wonderfully cryptic
Professor Cornelius Ampleforth; Bathtub Gin follows the
traditional infusion methods to produce an exquisite
delight. With a light touch of the botanical mixing with
heady perfumes, this gin will please all

BATSHIT MENTAL IDEAS-AGED BATHTUB GIN

BLIND TIGER PIPER CUBEBA (BLUE)

A reet tasty barrel aged gin Thick with juniper, lime and
lemon drizzle cake Sweet candy cane and a resurgence
finish A touch of syrupy honey alongside pleasant bitters
influence, reminiscent of a pink gin cocktail.

A unique gin with a beautiful dark blue bottle Spicy tones
are immediately balanced by oranges, lemons and orange
blossom The nose immediately come junipers in front
shortly afterwards with all hints of herbs Gives a slightly
different taste but is in perfect harmony with the other
botanicals Bittersweet taste of ripe oranges and lemons.

BLIND TIGER IMPERIAL SECRETS (GREEN)

LITTLE BIRD GIN

In the seclusion of our concealed distillery, our master
distiller handcrafted this smooth and lush, yet refreshing
gin with three meticulously distilled imperial black teas
from Assam, Cashmere & Yunnan.

Little Bird London Dry Gin is made in small batches in the
metropolis itself. The recipe includes 10 botanicals
including grapefruit, orange and ginger (represented by the
lady on the bottle). This works well both in a martini and as
part of a classic G&T

CAORUNN GIN

MARTIN MILLER'S GIN

Caorunn Gin is made from a combination of 6 traditional
gin botanicals and 5 unique Celtic botanicals.
It is distilled in small batches and uses the freshest
highland water from the surrounding mountains to
ensure the Gin is as clean as it can be.

Martin Miller's Gin uses pure Icelandic water for a smooth,
rounded finish The worlds most awarded gin uses
traditional maceration techniques and a pot stilled
distillation.
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MONKEY 47 DRY GIN

PUERTO DE INDIAS STRAWBERRY GIN

The fact it hails from the Black Forest in Germany is not
the only thing unique about Monkey 47 Dry Gin – it also
contains cranberries! Overall, 47 different botanicals go
into Monkey 47(hence the name). The result is a fresh
and zesty, award-winning gin that suggests eucalyptus
on the nose, lime and juniper on the palate and a citrus
and pine finish. Monkey 47 was the brainchild of RAF
Wing Commander Monty Collins. He retired to the Black
Forest after the war and sourced most of the botanicals
used in his creation from his back garden. Ever the posh
British eccentric, he owned a pet monkey – which can
probably account for Monkey 47’s unusual name.

A very pink strawberry gin from Sevilla Described as a
mistake by the master-distiller at the Puerto de Indias
distillery after a failed attempt at making a strawberry
liqueur with fresh strawberries, he added the mashed
strawberries to a new gin he was working on and the rest
as they say is history.

PINK PEPPER GIN

SHARISH GIN BLUE MAGIC (PORTUGUESE)

Fresher, spicy notes of pink pepper, juniper and
cardamom are prominent On the palate the gin is fullbodied and intensely aromatic Designed to be an
entirely unique, intense and aromatic gin Liquid evolves
and warms up allowing notes of patisserie; vanilla,
Tonka and honey to come to the forefront Perfect for
sipping or in cocktails

A bright blue Portuguese gin from the Sharish range. The
only difference from the regular Sharish is the magnificent
colour that comes from all natural extracts of the Clitoria
Ternatea flower, also known as Asian pigeonwings,
bluebellvine, or the blue pea. According to the producer
this Gin has a magical touch. When tonic water is added
and both liquids are mixed it will transform into a light pink
hue! In Sharish Blue Magic delightful notes of strawberry
and fresh raspberries give it a sweet, refreshing flavour.
Warming notes of coriander and cinnamon develop behind
the juicy fruit and there are traces of citrus and other
sweet spices from the botanicals that include juniper,
coriander, angelica root, ginger, cinnamon, cardamom,
lemon peel, strawberry and raspberry.

PORTOBELLO GIN

OPIHR GIN

Portobello road Gin is a traditional London Dry Gin made
up of 9 botanicals including; Juniper berries, lemon peel,
bitter orange peel, coriander seeds, orris root, angelica
root, cassia bark, liquorice and nutmeg. Being bottled at
42% gives this Gin enough alcoholic strength to carry
and sustain the flavour of the nine botanicals. Portobello
Road Gin was created with reference to antique gins
from The Ginstitute’s very own collection and was
overseen by a tasting panel of industry experts. The gin
itself was distilled by 8th generation London Distiller
Mr Charles Maxwell in the traditional London Dry Style
while keeping in line with the growing modern gin scene
of using mysterious botanicals. The presentation of the
gin bottle itself is bartender friendly and the label is
reminiscent of the gin of yesterday. Each bottle is
individually numbered and signed by the proprietors.
Portobello Road gin is handmade and produced in small
batches which pays deference to the long standing
traditions of London Dry gin.

Inspired by the Ancient Spice Route, Opihr is crafted using
exotic hand-picked botanicals such as spicy Cubeb berries
from Indonesia, Black Pepper from India and Coriander
from Morocco. Bursts of citrus balance the rich, earthy
aromas and soft spice of Opihr Oriental Spiced Gin. Opihr
epitomises the exotic intensity of the Orient and awakens
the senses to a new style of gin Opihr is traditionally
distilled in copper pot stills at G&J Distillers, Warrington,
the world's second largest gin distiller who have been
distilling British Superior Quality London Dry Gin since
1761.

LANGLEYS NO 8 GIN
Langley’s No 8 Distilled London Gin has a secret recipe
which is a blend of 8 different botanicals which are
harvested at their freshest. With a rounded smooth
finish and the right balance of alcohol, this is a great gin

